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Tempest Hits SJS Campus;
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By STEVE AGOSTA
A tempest hit the campus!
Tempest, billed as a "traditional
college humor magazine."
appeared for the first time at 9
M
yesterday and by 1 p.m, half it
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OPEN TONIGHT
’TIL 9:00
Roberts Book Store
10th St. across from men, dorms

OPENS

.IVNIINISTRATION
irring, 1963, semesH I.,
lull lime graduate
eleni
.irrest in business art.wetration. ’rile largest limited
raduate enrollment occurred in
ii
Total graduate enroll 3.273.

FRIDAY

"ONDINE"
By G;raudout
A Drama Department Production

December 6, 7, and 11-14, 1963
College Theatre

Curtain 8:15 p.m.

SJS Students 50t

Gen. Adm. 51.25

Box Office 5th and E. San Fernando Sts.
Open 1-5 p.m. Weekdays
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people? It seems to us that their
energies could be better used in
more constructive ways.
We sincerely hope Mid the
majority of our campus comilii low
munity has mil sunk
level. Also rve hope t Ind they
will voice their uliar.pi .ntil as
to have this type ol readin Material on campus.
Fern LIndemeIer
ASH :1111107
Barbara Storrolvorn
.4.1411 Atei.10
EDITOR’S NOTE: See today’s edfor
comment on "Spartan
itorial
Dirty."

eancieringi
By DIANE MAUZY
Feature Editor
Every worst . .. nearly every conceivable combination of words
has described the tumultuous horror of Nov. 22, 1963.
Now a nation returns to simulated normalcy. It is fitting that
an emotion-wracked people, felled at the throes of a death blow,
rise again.
We have paid a terrible price to find that hatred and selfrighteous bigotry do exist. It is too great a price to pay to have men
examine their consciences and realize that they are 11..i nearly good
and tomorrow.
enough persons. But it is the hope of today
Since the birth of this nation each age has had its react lunatics.
But this age is almost without parallel in the manifestations of its
reactionaries. The right to criticize the government is a \ anguard
of American liberties and the democratic system. it i- sacredly
guarded by the Constitution and precedent.
The political extremes have abused their tight to criticize.
Their philosophies are negative. Their ambitions reflect only. selfinterest. They are opposed to nearly everything and taor very
little. Worse still, they have preached disrespect for authority and
have indulged in gruesome character assassinations.’ Persons elected
by the majority should be given the respect and dignity becoming
their honored positions.
A confused society is fearfully inspecting the extent if its vancerous infection. As the Manchester Guardian stated. I ill lirois
and wide-brimmed hats just aren’t funny any more. What makes
a diseased mind pinpoint its hatred to the assassination of the
President of the United States? What mo es small sch,sol children
in Dallas to cheer the devastating tragedy? What motivates all
extremist group, which had heaped abuse upon the President, to
titter "We told you SO" on the very eve of the tragedy?
The majority, it seems, must still protect the right of bigots to
spout, however distastefully. It must hope for the elimination of
hatred by renewed dedication to principle and reason rather than
folly and negativism.
If the extremists are indeed "patriots," perhaps they will look
deep into their own hearts and ask, "Why?" Criticize . . . but let
it be constructive, rational, responsible and in good taste. Our
nation cannot survive a diet of hatred, disrespect and malice.
Hatred cannot be snuffed out by harrassment and more hatred.
The world has seen too well that violence tends to breed violence.
Stuck with pre-conceived ideas, the extremists are as likely to become more resolute, in dogmatic self defense. But self-examination
is a personal thing and some may be impressed. Many others know
not what they stand for and "knew not what they could lose until
they had lost too much." If these could find honor and compassion
and join in resolving the embodiment of that spirit, America could
move toward "a new greatness."
The political and social extremes must he tempered and the
traditions of the center or near center strengthened. Then the burdensome futility of the tragic assassination of John F. Kennedy shall
give way to hope.
Our nation and the world will never quite be the same for the
loss of our 35th President. A cer am n sharpness about life has been
dulled by an assassin’s bullets. For John Fitzgerald Kennedy was
our President ... and he was s am n by an American citizen in an
American town, in the prime of
his life.
It is too late to help that dedicated man bin it is not to late
to help ourselves . .
and this
he desired so dearly.
"Let the word go forth from
this time and place, to friend
and foe alike, that the torch has
been passed to a new generation
of Americans . . ."
John F. Kennedy bore the
torch well. But he is no more.

John
Olejnik*
says...

tAlt Premium Payments
Are Refunded as an Extra
Benefit If death occurs within 20
years attnr you take out The Benefactor, College Life’s famous policy, designed expressly for college men and sold exclusively to
college men because college men
are preferred risks. Let me tell
you about all 9 big Benefactor
benefits. No obligation. Just give
me a rIng.,)
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Editor:
Yesterday twilling we picked
up a paper in the Spartan Daily
disbursing box called the Spartan Dirty. We were shocked and
stunned to find this filthy printed
material. Many other students
we found felt the same way.
We cannot see why this type
()I trash has been placed on our
campus. Is this the quality of
students that are here or is this
only a few small dirty -minded

and you’ll
opening is

s

Thrust and Parry
Spartan Dirty ’Filth,’
Says Stunned Writer

Spartan Dirty

2SPARTAN DIITY

*JOHN OLEJNIK
4992 Borina Drive
San Jose, Calif.

Tel: 253-1337
representing
THE COLLEGE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AMERICA
the only Company selling
exclusively to College Men
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Campaign Expenses
For Union Criticized
Editor:
The "student representatives"
have latinehol a campaign to (Aslant a college unien. To reach
this end, they are using student
body funds. This strikes me as
rather strange. The student tasty
is paying money to itself to propagandize itself. Student money
has been spent on: free trips to
college unions, free lunches.
beautiful pamphlets, free college union matchbooks, poster
contests for free ’irises and displays. I feel that the "student
representatives" are not representing to leas and those of
many of my triends; therefore,
I want to apply for the same
a in oun I ol money. (close to
($1,0001 I loin siudent. laxly funds
that I may lead an antiII’union campaign.
John (X. IlettKer

Daily Union Stories -Free Advertising?
1 noticed a series
Last w
of articles in the Spartan Daily
elnicerning the College Union.
They e.eie under the guise of
F,urts, free advertising
lii
tor the 1...al. I vrould like to see

SpazteutSaiiii
Entered as second class matter April
24, 1934, at San Jose, California, under the act of March 3, 1879. Member California Newspapers Publishers
Association. Published daily by Associated Students of San Jose State
College except Saturday and Sunday,
during college year. Subscription accepted only on a remainder-of -semester basis. Full academic year, $9; each
semester, $4.50. Off-campus price per
copy, 10 cents. CY 4-6414 Editorial
Ext. 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386, Advertising Ext. 2081, 2082, 2083, 2084.
Press of Globe Printing Co. Office
hours I:45-4:20 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
Editor
JERRY ARCA
DAVE BLOOM
Advertising Mar.
Day Editor MARYANNE LaGUARDIA
9.

EXPERT SHOE REPAIR
CLEANING & DYEING
ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR’
For Quick Dependable
Service Come to
43 E. Santa Clara

Liv.,1-0,pr 4.

a series of articles, equally as
factual, concerning the opposition to the College Union. This
would certainly be in accord
with the tradition of presenting
both sides of the question and
allowing the voter to make up
his own mind. Unless the Spartan Daily is merely an instrument of the Administration and
the ASB and not the true newspaper it purports to be, I think
that such a series of :Mich,
in order.
Elizabeth Pryer
ANB *1 11163
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WHICH DIRECTION NOW?
The loss which we, as a nation, suffered last week, cannot but weigh he-:.
us all. Regardless of our political affiliations, we know that we have Ic-t
How seriously it forces us all to look deep within our national history. sr:personal history, to judge the events which enabled such a tragedy to Mt; ; rn
there are within our midst, within the society in which we live, those wt
. allowed our culture to produce, people filled with loneliness, bitternes:
persons and laws, all this we cannot escape. Our corporate responsibility i,
and condition of this tragic act lies bare upon us all, for though we have tion with the assassin, we do know those whose attitudes, both leftist arii
who make possible the utter disregard of life, freedom, property and hum, Hely death of Mr. Kennedy, we may grasp something of the e."
In q
of those demonic forces within the human breast which r_.
ccr
the Son of God. We think the events of the past days ha
cm’
questions about our understanding of God and our natize.
to a
To say that there is no God, or, as some will say in light of the-,
God is either dead or doesn’t care, seems to leave us little more
orphans in a cosmic echo chamber ... crying out our tears of anguish w,th
ear of understanding, no meaning or sense to the human predicament. We
believe that this is all there is to our human existence.

2 S

BEGoodr
’’
701 S. 1st

To :ay that God is only the God of nature, the first cause of all
principle of order and harmony in the universe, still leaves us with a Gm:
cold, uncaring and unreachable. Neither can we believe that this is all thcli
our human existence.
Rather, the Biblical mind shouts out that it is right in the midst of the
the cries and tragedy of history, these particular hi/torical events, that we
judging and merciful face of God. Judging? Yes, for all historical events
the
judgmental upon both its makers and its opposers; be it the fleeing from
t
anguish of an Exile, the death of Jesus Christ, or the assassination of a Pe
of
a great nation. Those forces which are loosed in our nation which defy th.human dignity and which breeds the anarchist, the criminal mind, the : ’ nient
"jc’d
action, the forces which allows the racist, the segregationist to breed 0’.
against a whole peoples: the forces which wink or even encourage the
the morals and ethics of this land; the forces which place commercialism
gain ahead of human need (particularly in the coming Christmas season) ..
are under the severe judgment of God at this particular historical morrie
these have created the mood of a nation in which we can produce an as
President. In all this we see face to face the judging countenance of rr.,
grant that Mr. Kennedy may not have died in vain at this point!
And, merciful! Yes, even in spite of the fact the no one an ever explain how
in the economy of God, a great man, John Kennedy should have to be cut down.
But merciful in the fact that in the midst of tragic history comes God’s promise to
continue with his sustaining, bearing, tender love for his people, undeserving thou:0
we be. The act of God in history, which the Christian Church calls the Incarnation
(which has little to do with what our society calls Christmas), is per excellence God s
call
move to announce to man his merciful love, His call to man to repentance. His
to man for renewed reconciliation to God and to fellow man. The last undellvered
message of our late President was one of reconciliation and unity to e racially tom
even in this we see God’s face mercifully calling us all to repentance for
nation
our divisions.

God grant that we may take the time and have the wisdom to perceive what
He is attempting to say to each of us and our nation in these moments of our hisory.

-336/

Don Emma!, Presbyterian Campus Pastor
Mark Rutledge, Congregational Campus Pastor
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Math Prof Protests
Daily Inefficiency
Editor:
The letter in today’s (Nov.
271 Thrust and Parry, headed
"Math Instructors Blame Extremists," should NOT have been
printed.
The letter was written within
less than two hours after the
murder of the President, and
before any information was
ail able to us concerning the
It seemed to us, as it
must have seemed to many, that
the assassin was probably "inspired" by the extreme criticism
of President Kennedy by rightwing extremists in Dallas and
elsewhere, and the letter reflected this thought.
When we learned that the
assassin was probably a left-
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Thrust and Parry
wing extremist, WP withdrew the
letter, not so much because we
suddenly trusted right-wing extremism more, but because the
letter would have been written
differently, with later Information available.
Having gone to a special effort to leave a note requesting
withdrawal of the letter on the
desk of the Feature Editor on
Sunday (asking an officer of the
Campus Police to admit me to
the Daily’s office for this purpose, and having made a personal contact by telephone on
Monday with a representative of
the Spartan Daily dt the Globe
Printing Company, again requesting withdrawal of the letter, I must protest the inefficiency of your staff which permitted the letter to be printed.
I think that none of the signers of that letter would want to
backtrack very far on our criticism of right-wing extremism.
But we would have stated, more
carefully and clearly, our severe
criticism of extremism in general, and a belief that extremists of both the left and the right
share not only a willingness to
encourage extreme measures but
also a fundamental disrespect for
law and the orderly processes of
government in our democratic
republic.
Finally, had we waited longer
to draft that letter, we might
have added the thought that all
of us, and not only extremists,
can probably find some measure
of blame for ourselves, for failing to devote enough time,
thought, and effort to the solution of our nation’s problems, so
that extremism might have no
root.
C. M. Larsen
Assoc. Prof. of Math.
EDITOR’S NOTE: Prof. Larsen’s
letter, left in an empty newsroom
one wish ago Sunday, Wei overlooked. The student proofreader with
whom he talked Monday night about
Thrust and Parry contents for Tuesday’s paper, told him the letter was
not in Tuesday’s paper. The letter
was published Wednesday. Spartan
Daily editors, whose names appear
in the staff box on Page 2 every
day, were not Contacted by Prof.
Larsen. But overshadowing the above
facts, it seems to us, was the initial
error of rushing out a letter making
allegations not supported by dem.--onsteable feet’s, and under highly
emotional conditions. A certain "inefficiency" on the part of a student
staff seems to us less reprehensible
than a going off half-cocked by
seven professors.
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Dr. Porter Reports
Reaction to Tragedy
EDITOR’S NOTE: Dr. Porter received the news of President Kennedy’s assAssi nation while enroute
by train to Washington to be interviewed by the Peace Corps for a
possible staff assignment. Dr. Porter
immediately set down his reactions
in the form of a 9 -page handwritten
manuscript which he mailed Spartan
Daily from Cheyenne, Wyo., on Friday, Nov. 22. The following excerpt
is from the close of that manuscript.
The Peace Corps has surely
passed its take-off stage and is
tirmly in orbit. Had President
Kennedy lived, he would have
hail -- in my opinion -- the opportunity to see the Peace Corps
eoncept of mutual help replace
the long-obsolete, now suicidal,
military -power-balancing concept
dating hack to Westphalia, 1648.
We were not granted the time
tor Lincoln to carry out his
plans for a constructive rebuilding of the nation’ community;
inslead, we had the brutal Re-

construction which sowed the
seeds of present national
troubles. We were, however,
granted the time for President
Kennedy’s plan for constructive
rebuilding of the world community -- in which the Peace
Corps occupies a key position
to be set into action. Surely it
is for us, the living, to make
certain that this grace of time
is not allowed to lapse, but Is
carried forth with the determination that the Peace Corps and
the larger task of building a
world community of independent
nations, in which social justice
exists
that this task shall be
completed.
As for myself, this shock has
dispelled from my mind any
lingering wisps of concern about
how the Peace Corps would "affect my career." The only remaining questions are: "Can they
use me?" and "How do I begin?"
Should any others among my
colleagues faculty, administration, students
have similar
new lines of thinking, the address is simply "Peace Corps,
Washington 25, D.C."

Student Commends
Daily Extra Edition
Editor:
I’m sure that many join me
In commending the Spartan
Daily on their extra edition Friday. Nov. 22, covering the assassination of our 35th President, John F. Kennedy.
Pat Butler
A123

Time To Re-Evaluate
Urges SJS Student
Editor:
John F. Kennedy has passed
and contrary to the fears of his
flock, the Republic has not
passed with him. It is fitting that
memorials be erected to his
memory. It is fitting that we do
not forget the name of this man
who sacrificed his life for our
Republic.
Indeed there are many lessons
to be learned from this tragedy.
Indeed many of these lessons
face us here and now. Certainly
these lessons must be more than
the tightening of Presidential security measures? Certainly we
must not allow emotion to overrule our minds.
Definitely it is time for a reevaluation of our legislative and
political processes when such
profoundly important measures
as civil rights and tax cuts will
be pased not on the basis of
whether they are right or just
hut rather on the basis of being
memorials to this man.
Thos. D1PIppo
Al4168

Deoember 4, 1963

were being presented. Would
people really go to pay homage
to a man who ga%e hi. life’ fin.
a flag, and for what that flag
stood for, while they themselves
would nit even stand for one
moment in silence while the national anthem was played.
am proud of America, hut I
am ashamed of Americans.
Barrett L. Olorgis
A4419

SJS Interf rat Council
Votes Union Support
EDITOR’S NOTE: The following
letter is a copy of one sent Moe’
day to Student Council.
Bear members of the
Student Council:
In its meeting of Nov. 13, the
Interfraternity Council of San
Jose State College voted to give
unanimous support to the proposed College Union.
As you might know, the benefits to the fraternities from the
College Union will in few ways
be as large as those received by
non-fraternity and sorority students. Already beset with such
financial obligations as building
funds, scholarship programs, and
social fees, the fraternity men
of this campus are willing also
to spend the eventual $9 a
semester.
The motivation for this unanimous support results not from
any negligible fraternity benefits, but rather from the awareness all students share, that
without a College Union, San
Jose State College lacks a uniting facility for all its students,
faculty, and administrators.
Howie Reed
President

Hour of Call: Can We
Learn? Asks Writer
Students:
The recent events in Texas
have caused great sorrow, and
well they should have. They
mean something to us all. Can
we learn and more important
apply what we have learned? Are
we, this new generation, going
to digress in the hour of call? I
recall a certain judge saying,
"I’m going to demand the maximum for Ruby; he deserves it"
Law and order just can’t stand
for such a ruthless act, anothei
said.
Then some years later when
all is normal and justice air!
peace are restored I can see
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Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
DISCOUNT WITH AM CARD

Art Cleaners
398 I. Santa Clara
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The rivh,
..xproy oriesell III
the Colley,. rnion Design Contest with the possibility of reward and without the fear of
one’s ideas being used, seems
uncomfortably similar to many
opportunities given student s
daily in academic situations on
campus.
Larry Rivers
ASH B18118
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on all your Beauty Needs!
HUNTINGTON BEAUTY SUPPLY CO. INC.
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2nd at San Carlos
256 S. 2nd

GET YOUR MONEY’S WORTH
When mealtime conies, visit the Main Street Hof Bran
for a well prepared dinner at a price that will suit
any budget.
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PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE
STARTS TODAY
THIS WEEK ONLY!
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SINGING NUN

All, Everything,
The Works On Sole
To S.J.S. Students Only
Up to 50% Savings

OUR SKILLED MECHANICS.

For students
with current
ASB cards

Your credit is already established
at your nearest B.F.Goodrich store
if you have any active national
credit card. No delays! No questions! Buy now ... pay lifter.

Contest Idea Similar
To Academic Status
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Special Discount

And You Name It!

FORD, CHEW PLYMOUTH!

10%

293-1030

10005000e4CIOC#50,5650001ft

UP TO 6 MONTHS
TO PAY!

Discount
on parts

he headlines: World Court Esr’lrires U.S. Position Justifi
U ti. To Legally Kill US.-;1:
Bang! Bang! is the end, and ru,
more tear: to shed.
C. G. Cronin
AS418

One Aay Cervices

Disrespect for Flag
’Disgusts’ Student
Editor:
I attended the memorial services for John F. Kennedy on
Tuesday, Nov. 26. What I saw
there made me so sick I wanted
to vomit! Hundreds of people
were there and hundreds were
still coming. We were there because the President of the United
States had been murdered. When
the flag was presented and the
Star - Spangled Banner was
played, I saw a most disgusting
sight. Hundreds of people continued to walk, talk, laugh and
make jokes while the Colors
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Barbra Streis:ind, well known
recording artist, sk ill appear in
her premiere solo concert in San
Jose at the Civic Auditorium tonight at 8:30.
Only a year ago Miss Streisand
was an unknown singer-actress
with a reputation for being on
"kook." Today, she is appearing
on top television programs and
in leading night clubs 1115/1 Ind
the country.
Miss Streisand, 21, has been
described as the singer with the
big nose, the big eyes, and the
big, dramatic voice.
Accompanying her will be
Jerry Gray and His Band of
Today. Gray’s 20-year career
began in Boston when he joined
the Artie Shaw band, and now
he appears on many radio and
TV programs.
The current Glenn Miller albums feature 90 per cent Gray
arrangements.

GROUP RECITALThis newly formed group,
under the direction of Clement J. Hutchinson,
assistant professor of music, presented a con-

fly STAN NAtiCINIENTO
A small but enthusiastic
crowd was on hand as the newest musical group on campus,
the College Wind Ensemble,
gave their first concert last

JOAN BAEZ
Queen of American folksingrs ..." Newswek.

it

8 30

Son Jose Civic Aud.

Tickets On Sole Now at WENDELL WATKINS BOX OFFICE in
Sherman Clay. 89 So. First St., San Jose 10:30 to 5:30
$4.00, $3.50, $3.00, $2.50.

CY 3-6252

,
1SPECIALISTS2

cert last night in Concert Hall. Featured in the
ensemble were flutes, oboes, clarinets, bassoon,
trumpets, French horns, tuba, and bass.

Closest complete
foreign car

service . . .
EXPERT REPAIR ON ALL IMPORTED CARS
Motor & Transmission Overhauls
Tune-ups, Brakes, Ignition

night in Concert Hall.
Under the conductorship of
Clement J. Hutchinson, assistant
professor of music, the group
displayed its talent by playing
pieces such as Liadov’s Eight
Russian Folk Songs, Op. 58
and Vaughan-Williams’ Tocatta
Mar2iale.
Prior to intermission all bid
10 of the st Udell ts left the stage,
and these played Persichetti’s
Serenade No. 1 for Ten Wind
Instruments. Their performance
brought a round of applause.
causing them to stand twice
before the audience would let
them leave for the break.
Later, the group gave way to
the current folk music movement by performing pieces from
Grainger’s Lincolnshire Posy.
These are a group of folk songs
collected by the composer in
England and dedicated to those
who sang them. Each song was
a musical portrait of the singer’s
personality and habits of sting
interpretation. and such personality was clearly and pleasingly brought out by the Wind
Ensemble as they played the
hearty Sailor’s Song and the
gay The Lost Lady Found.
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Enthusiastic Audience Greets
Debut of SJS Wind Ensemble

In Person!
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Co-Rec Director

COLLEGE WIND ENSEMBLE

Barbra Streisand Sings
Therapist Speaker At Si.
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This group, according to their
outstanding
performance last
night, is another attribute to
the college campus.
_
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Photo by Anna Lou Ge YOU SING, I’LL WATCHDavid McClellan and Carlo Michelletti rehearse for Friday’s opening of the Drama Department
production of Ondine.- McClellan plays the Trainer of the
Seals and Michelletti, Matho. The play, written by Jean Giraudoux, is staged in the romantic tradition and relates the story of a
water sprite, Ondine, who falls in love and marries a knight.
Their different worlds bring about the tragedy of that love.
The play runs Friday and Saturday, and Dec. 11-14. Tickets are
on sale daily in the College Theater Box Office from 1-5 p.m. at
50 cents for students and $1.25 for general admission.

’Wigs’ on ’Perspective’
-Perspective," the weekly college television series produced
by the radio-television area of
the drama department will feature Berneice Prisk, professor
of drama, in a presentation
called ’’Stage Wigs."
Mum; Pri.sk will demonstrate
the design and construction processes which are employed in
_

ONE WAYTOTRAVEL

LESS
FOR
THAN GREYHOUND

producing the wide variety of
wigs used in the theatrical product ions.
The program is to he taped
for broadcast at 10 a.m., Saturday, Dec. 7. on KNTV. Channel 11. It will be directed by
radio-television major Mark
Thayer, and produced by Frank
T. McCann, associate professor
of drama.
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Colorful

MARINE FISH
and Salt Water Aquariums
Featured this

Dif.5
PEVSH P
1280

It

Your Pot’s Dept. Store
Open Deily 10 to 8
Open Sot. I Sun. 10 to 6

"one of the largest pet sh.-ps in th country"
Phone 297-0254
Alameda

The

CORONA - UNDERWOOD -- ROYAL - REMINGTON
C.77
TYPEWRITERS RENTED

18

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Free Parking

24 So. Second St.

CYpress 3-6383
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chop
Loy -away now for
Christmas
t....et or Simplex nylon derailers only $4 95 (plus installation)
Lghtwnight 3 -speeds from

$39.95

Speed Dorailors from

$59 95

’0

sPart$
’Accessories

Society Editor

And Flags Hang at Half Mast ..
hi a society where men are ...Tanned
,.1’
If/Ili-111M’ a rid vept.A shaiti,a nt ’i’mer v..,I ..,
State
11.1i,r1 .
as well ms :woes
’tie ,
1.,
grin’ l’re--irlent 1,thit 1St,,,eraid
In a ciilloly l.1 111.1M noeliil ;IMO.
.iii
i
i In
studrnts. instead, turned to more trw.it
1
111’
.11 Mimi
i1111’,1111,
ei11111111.11
.1,1moIN
1 limile1
diecli-.Yel 1111,1 hello\ Pf1 President, v6.111J ti.id
nun -in
patl ol then,
The firs! game weekend,
Idled
11 m
lk-carriT insterul a most Timm or, 1
dancing, or going out on inn’

(4/NS’I’ItC("1’11ON (1P4’1’S
"iii .lIia’I
ol the 11,41,i Will
oti the Pii1111.:1’ 1/1 11111 11M1
Silll Ardano St
is OHM, I.1611(11
1..1111,1,11e/, ,11
Sri SAI:;.
1111’104i
irl
hr i
m
iilii,tr
echi1111111111 or 1,1 corm/tided by
The fraternil5 \\.ill consist or
Isvr, min rooms, featured ilh
OHM
bells, The brother, are
espeeifilly lookurg Iota it’d to the
third floor snit drtck us huh will
linel I 1 th St. (ii her highlights
al the how. V. II include tin up.tairs and iliiwn,tair, lounge, a
lihrary, a sunken Ii’. rig room,
separate chuptor rein’ and a
luasernent recreation roTam.
h,,,,1 Ihe bin sr Will he two
Imtitual alleyhall court,. phi,. it
Ih c.ir parking are.,
--

IN ’rm. sit:IA:1,
Afier lire shocking find .iittlilm11111I’ 1
ii 1
’ i1
President’s tleath, deeply 11110.111 111111111
then in hush befell the campus as darktie..
and professors went home.
Across campus, livintccenters [nit fla
it; I hilM lAllItIt/1.10,
I lew them at half mast.

CoedsToSing
At Fort Ord
A group 1.1 students will enteriii
at Fort Ord on De IS
T’oeds interested in singing
(aced: nas
Oil’ the troops
(’orr., lead contact Charle,
a of the enterainners, mi 3.1.25II and
sum up tor a wornerrs choir beim,. 1,11111141 /1 it 131(’
itipatf.
TM. 1.1111.11ii1111.1N 55,11
!migrant
itt ;m 1 hei1111,11
, 111,1, ill It
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el:is, hart only 10M Al,
anTI frestirif:in
tirvl 1.1111
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AUTO REPAIRS
Motor Tune-ups
Engine Rebuilding
Brake Service
Ignition Systems
Carburetors
Starters & Generators
Written motor Gurntee ’ n
A
et.

Other,

e)la rim’

I

1,1

r.e

RENT TO LEARN
BENNER MUSIC
CT 7-7417

No’
Tt;,

new model has high pow.,

Th., motorcycle will climb pi’ecticolly
speed.

Yesterday at 715, as on all Tuesda5 a indefinitely in the 1.:,
students may observe the Array ROT(’ rat,. the flag, while a
.
and burgle corps play to the raising of the colors, For the traditional
30-day honor period, the members of P,T)TT \\111 raise the American
In.,,, ’’it in the I..’.nited
flag to half mast in respect to the deem.

Come and gel one now whiln tin,,
away for Chr.strna,

n

111/

945 The Alameda
297-5900

-Nuaitae BILL

MANDi:17

Free Delivery

IRVING GRANZ

an’clAILL

Christmas
with Christmas magic
Sparkling balls,
from Lindsay’s
Icicles
Angels, Gift Chains

Nothing ( ’took & Dagger About

and many, many Sparkles

1:.crything’s out in the open in our traditional
department for comfortable, leisurely
Only thing hidden is our salesman,
ti,:tially out for a coffee break. Gives you
more time to browse anyway. For the best in.
alit ’lent lc clothes-- well you know who.

"lcilion.

2801 Stevens
Creek

Road

Valley

Fair

JERRY GRAY ORCHESTRA
Conducted by Pet,
n1Cfr.45F4 4 R 30 PP.’
CURTIS LINDSAY INC
First

St.

PARK AT OUR

CY2-4161
PEAR Eli FRANCE

litsIMPIONIMINOWINIMPINIPPINIIIMPIPINIVIVNIA~~11/1011/1415,

w-

eist,

Trim your

South

1884 W See Carlo.

IT’S HOT! THIS HONE’A "90"
Super Sport Model C:.’200

steeeseeeseialantaiketankse~

77

t

)11.5

A candle burned in 111e symilow nit
i I ’hi A Mir, 1.
ternity. The Arnerimin flag will hang itl hall mast for fui
,,,
the SAF: Fraternity, The Sigma Nu: -.lot
their meeting, and remembered tbo. Pnsalerit’s
fir 11
.a 1
1/11.k. minutes of silence The sister,
iitinirnii Ph] Pet., -cui
lelegrain of sympathy to :Slr
15Tainerly. Among the I km hat, al
bet Ore Mt/St living 0’111 MI, sit :IN ire black flag of Sualla
.; .1, ,
Sorority.

RALPH’S PIZZA

I

C=tti

141 South 3rd St.

R5.1S Elf’ws staff /leaded I1Y Di -1
The book litalget for 5.15 ditrin-a
rector Don Buffon.I the 19(324;3 fiscal year WM: $1(13. Sign -gm time will still be 430 (XXi. An additional:543.000 was also
pm.. but Spartan Show will be used for book, needed in itraduate
the lieginnirw procram. The Toes- prr,m’arns.

GROBINS ZP)15 RAMS BEAD

Mir

A C.1,N151.1: 11111.11:NLI)

Stife14:
Students resume their norm
]
curricular actisities, not because de:.
loss of their President, hut becill,e Illm,
part by Icing.

.
A

col
1293-5172

Oil’s HONOR l’Itt:SIIIHNT
At a special meeting called by the Ill it11111s (if Della
they unanimously agreed to send a leiter rI c,italtilence to the bereaved Mrs. Kennedy. Mittli the Anierican flag trarTing io
mast, was t.he fraternity black dig The President., Lither..1,,ei,t,
Kennedy, a member of lielta ti,non Fraiernoy
ot
I raternity tradition as the Errs hung their flag in honor
his
son, the late President. The brothers wrapped Wack thlead, at mid
their pins in honor of President Kennedy

1KSJS Reschedules Daily
FM News Broadcast Time

Our
CLOAK & SUIT SHOP

44

’AGE

ROT(’ RAISES (’01-005

Participants in extra mural I urn !ding and *inn:1st:es tor women
\\ ill meet tomorrow in Pl.:1;260 mu
.1) pm
eeemee
-me
filori’it I lit rhins, assist ant
oi physical education,
v..11 aid these people Ill (1,ii
i-1"1,11 lit 1.0171/1P1111,i
i
nit11 ii OM’ 1,illtii",

12

I Cita ii. \

IN 7188:MfltRIAM
Four days after the loss of our Itt,,Iden,
’1,. i, HI,
Sigma Alpha Mu gathered in memoriam. Mr
\\
\.ersary of their lotintling. On it mirrored +111.11 NM,
r/1/117141 in front of eight hdrnine eandle,.
,eriled the original founders of the ft:maim
and 11,.. m
of 5intage was in memory of our late Presideni Mara
and toasted the memory of the honor.] nu.- ;111f1 ’he
1,,’,
1.’5%911 in solemn tribute. The American 11
.]..e.
1 Om
Alpha N111 banner.

l;5
and Timm ’’lay segniena.
dev.,h,1 to
Spartan Slimy
ASI3 new, Aperitit, a program id
interim’ 11/1’ the dinner Ivan, will lie gin each veeknight
5.’21) and
continue until h. These :ire the
1 only changes in KSJS ime.raim
’rite lir...etc:1,f 10;111113’S 111PWS of ming. according to Netifelil
the campus, community, state, and
tiatintn.
i1 compiled by the
HOOK III’DGET

II

,e1(10,ccol)()

\ 11 0175-$

I’1.1:1

KSJS College 1 A4
90.7 Mc., OS 4Vd..
wfDtiESD.,
28- %In On
4 10 I.,paotart
00 11/
!, 1(’too n
ihw5 IA 6 WI-Twilight C.on,eil
8.00-Nee:
15-Cheng ng Fut oi
30-Soundeadr
9 00-S.gn
HiGmtiroiTS
TwILIGHT CCd.:Fkr Porgy and Be,.

By KAI SIMMS

!dottrel - "Ili the ,traer."
Followir, the lire. the chapter corpTwarion board bartlrqt to...ether witih flue loeal
anI ;liter a consideralile irmorint
ni
aork arid ilkalipointments.
the ilrenits of a ilex home was
rust ,n rued into a reality.

/9:1Iege FM station. his
chrinJell the little of its news
hrtJadrasts. They are now sehedtiled for 3 and 51 rim, to give
!Mire persons an opplartunity to
hear the neWseasts. ;ler-lording to
\helmet Newteld, station manager.

’Special Discount for
S.J S. Students
894 E Sonia Clara of 1 9th
Street
CY 4-0742

Log

(--(JCat- _

Women’s Tumbling
Meeting Is Slated

Iitayjair
gike

I

t

e ,

e’ ri-r{ se.

CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Tickets: $2.75. $3.75, $4.75
On sale at the SAN JOSE BOX Of t IC
40 W.., S.. C..1.5
2ot oPtP

111LSPART.AIN DAILY

jac,

Go
Will
He
A-Hunting
Mat Team in Defense
Miller Eyes JC Runners
Wednesday. Lteember 4, 1963

State’s
defending
championship wrestling team %sill
Is title with seven filaments Saturday aftermain in the 7th annual
Nartheen California Ins 3..1 ,t ma I

autiful
oes for

N1 resi..,
State.

.ti San

The deleialing tillists will encounter grapplers from Fresno
.-:t ate. Chico State. University of
difornia at I3erkeley, University
of l’aiifornia at Davis, Santa Clara.
San 1-’rainciseir State. and Star:ford.
Freano state’. squad was is
eI 11 numeral) to the an Jose
state ti-am in last year’, tournament. The Freano Bulldog.
uill
headed hy 177 -pound
champ Don Nelson and Joe
Rossi, 157 1,0111111. (.:1111.11111:3 Collegiate
Athletic
.tssaciation
ehamp.

al
- Mid-heels

Pacific

gars Wadspei
We ljvs your mu.

Intercollegiate

Coast

AAAAA to 11
81/2 to 12

HANK’S
Barber Shop

19.95 to $2495
charge accounts
open thurs ’III 9
Waianab
Owner

t-l.nty

Tues.- This.
9 an,.. 6 p.m.
Fri. and Sat.
9 a fr.. 7 p.m.

Barbers
All Hair Styles
L SAN ANTONIO
1.1.0.011 SOS

C524044
kr.

293 0705

Alma Center, 14813 Alma St.

OPEN
MON., THURS.,

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

It 1101.I.S fit
Partn
quipment

to, t (MI/.

Ili I

DISTRIIII

Dolts

United Radio and T. V. Supply Co.

Ian W. San Carlos

CY II-1212
r-

24-Hour Ski Report
Call 286-3313 Day or Night
Another service of

FREEMAN’S SPORTS CENTER
San Jose

244 So. 2nd St.

T ICCL$

1ACOS
Do you favor flavor?
Try a Taco . .
Tamale .
d

Tostada . . .
at TICO’S today!
P:ione Orders CY 7-8421

4th and St. James

r-

DEAN MILLER
. . . back on trail

123, 130. 137. 141. 157, 167, 177,
191, and heavyweight 1192-2301
pounds.
Wrestling has drawn wide interest in the intramural program.
stated Unruh. The competition will
be held in the afternoon and evening,.
Unruh ha. am tttttt Dart that the
"Tairke Trot" has been resched1111411or Dee. 16 and that entries
for the 3.1 mile race base been
reopened.

FRE
SPOR
244 5. 2n

This Week,
Special

Tom O’Gara of IA/yIDIN was the
halls idual winner in 311:12.1, Juni
Metlat hie of Houston was S44.01111 and Jeff Fialihack was third.
Tucker and Niurphy urn- ninth
and loth.
FernarAz and flurtile were 13th
and 14th in the field of 54.
The win gave Houston it, ,er,
rind 5trni’.;ht
title .‘ltre:cited Tucker and Murphy for ex -

W..nrA.TI.
"

MEN’S TOP COATS sl"

1-

egularly $1.79

4’

Golden 11 (,St
Cleaners
San Jose

25 S. 3rd
i

tea
SN,

Ii

CY 2-1052

5.
5.

’t

w

TIllS SEASON’S BIG 8140W

,
*
i-AsuinS*
woNDEKRIL.
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*

C
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.iost

25‘
food purchase
over $7.00
OFFER GOOD ONLY
DECEMBER 4-9

cm

2801 St

Il M1 7’1 MUM,71 M

* cmitme

virre-s lL4JOlM
COCKTAILS

*
*
*

cece
MONKEY

EAR.

mour.:AY
TWO 1400i2

SAFARI

Stott)"

WS-I IT E V225

CL9-’2962

slows

DATE Y0112A MA6 0-.44
NEW YEA06
EVE ’PARTY
Nov,/

ATTENTION SPORTS CAR OWNERS
Yager & Silva now has a factory trained FOREIGN CAR
Mechanic who specializes in:
Lubrication Services
Engine overhauls
Transmission Repairs
Complete Brake Service
Electrical and Tune-up Service
Front Alignment
Carburefion
(we honor all credit cards)

CY 5-8968

a’

4..
E

OPEN TONIGHT
’TIL 9:00
Roberts Book Store

towards any

limmmo

C4

The Silvertones and others

Tribe Dominates
Hot Cal League
Water Polo Team

worth

G

CONNECTICUT
MUTUAL LIFE

The Changing Scene

Alpha Tau Omega No. 1, Allen
Haulers. ho-Dads, and Sigma Phi
Epsilon No. 2 are all tied with 8-1
ATO ILarla in
’ total pins with 668.
Allen Haulers trails with 6611
pins while Ho-Dad, has 655
Sigma Phi Epsilon 576.
yb:.11 play has tegun and
Four teams are left In the %sinners and losers brackets Id the
six -man team competition.
Basketball team, are now
ganizing and the intramural till!,
Siamord dominan ci
ha, reSPrN Pd the inen’s gymnasimi
Vt,’ater Polo League all.
,in Dce. 9-10, 16-17. Jan. 6-7 air!
team, placing six men on the
11-19 from 6:30-9:00 pm. Hors - Ht -t team.
es et-, in order for a team to seem,
The Indians romped Boot,
a practice court, the team captain
diference play with a perfect !c -f)
must sign up in the intramural of- roec rd. due principally to the el.
fice in ads ataa.
of Marty Hull. Don Buehler
Pettigrew, Bill Ready, Bill
Lorton and goalie George Stran,Irs
all-star selections.
I!, hi Gatighnin’s seventh man
Eshlemann was named te
tt- second team.
.-Ian Jose State placed four men
104 St. across Iron, men’s dOrInS
ti the second team hut drew a
1.. .ink on first team honta,
rimy ftearl. the Spartan’, tor:
cit maker. 1101 Parker Pete Sagami Larry Loganhill were
,tial to the second team by a
poll of Ir.ague coaches.
Read was named to tht A II State College first bairn .!!
play in the State Tourney plow to
rhanksgiving
Sagues and Frank Barnes garnered second team latireLs at the
t.t.et. The Spartans were runnerup
Long Beach State
SA N
- - S TA TE

This coupon

E rt 111

larry nelson

Flower
Shop

7

F
it THAI’S
EXTRA

69,

first four Spartan finishers at East cellent races despite the lack of
Fernandez bounced lawk
rest.
Lansing.
Flochback. Danny Murphy and from 40th place at East Lansing.
Tm.ker rea.eived Ali -American
Miller finished another great
laurel.; for their performances
coaching campaign in One style.
ishile (iamb- bowed mit of colDual meet victories extended his
legiate cross country with the
wtheaten atrIng to 112 wins
Lep race of his career.
without a loaa. Both Gault and
"We will need one great junior varsity are unbeaten since he
college transfer to be in real good came here in 1961.
shape next fall." Miller says.
But. the good must work hard to
Among the top JC runners in the
remain that way, and Miller is
state this fall were Bob De!aney
already busy readying for next
of Santa Ana and Sterling Jenkins
fall’s campaign.
of San Diego CC.
Returning for a shot at third
straight NCAA crown are Murphy,
Dick Fernandez, Tom Tulle, Howie
6.6
Thew, Lou Davidson plus a talho
Yoliri for
ented load of freshman hopefuls
led by former Hayward star
George Rios.
The Spartans will also have the
Flowers
services of Phil Darnell, ineligible
and
this year because of college trans1671 Th Alameda
Suite 311
Corsage.
fer rules. The sophomore harrier
294-5660
foe all
was 18th in the AAU cross country
Occasion.
Robert T. ileckl.y CL U. Genral AtINAt
championships in New York Saturtots a Santa Clara
CY 2-0462
day, competing for the Gulden
Gate Track Club.
Miller also expects John Lodin
a former frosh star hack and possibly Joe Neff of American River
Jr.
Friday night Miller and his
Dance to
team will he
lllll red id NorCal
.1,tii
croas eriantry banquet at Carlfiytliiiin and Blue.
mont high sehool.
Music
by
The dinner will also pay tribute
Ii,, the outstanding freshman collegians and prep distance stars of
10th and William
the area.
Memberships available
Miller was high in praise of his
team that finished second in the
U.S, Track and Field Federation
meet in Chicago after only a day’s
rest from the grueling four-mile
NCAA test.
The Spartans had five men in
the top 19 runners over the extending six -mile course, but still
lost 25-3.1 to Houston Track Club.

7.re sr

THE INTERNATIONAL
RESTAURANT

designed
your

Bak mas

Intramural Grapplers
Ready for Tourney

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

or

"If you rest on your laurels you
don’t stay on top very long."
With that in mind, Coach Dean
Miller hits the recruiting trail next
week in search of distance talent
to replenish the loss of three top
seniors on his national champion
harrier squad.
Jeff Fishback. Ben Tucker and
Gene Gurule will not return next
year. These three were among the

COACII RATTING .7110
Freshman football Coach Bob
.1141,4, in his
four years at San
State, has produced three
inning seasons Varsity members
Walt First brook, Steve Mumma,
Bob Bonds. Dave Johnson and
Walt Roberts, all played under
:ones in 1960.

Intramural’s annual wrestling
tournament will he held next week
in the men’s gymnasium with
competition slated for Wednesday.
Thursday and Friday.
Entries and weigh -ins are schedriled for Tuesday. according to intratnatal coordinator Dan Unruh
Ni,.’ %%eight classes are availAde for eirmpetit*
. Each con1,st:int must weigh-in at the exact class %%tight in order to he
eligible for a particular division.
are made iip of
,]

SAVE ME

SAVE ME

SAVE ME

12.. po..si i;titst’s
StuckeN dislocated an elbow and will miss the
inatch.
Stuckey WaS one of Frew’s top
wrest lers.
Leading the San Jose Spartan’s
, squad will be eight lettermen. The
Spartan team and the seven other
squads represented will start competition at 12 o’clock in the afterv. in and conclude action at about
6 p
Spartan urestling coach Hugh
M u in h y
stated
that
three
matches would be in progress at
time. All the match,.
the :
will tre held in the men’s gymnataium.
Lettermen Warren King, John
, lam. Clifford Olson, Don Anderson,
’Chet Belknap, Carl Dommeyer,
Art Beatty. and Jim Noon will he
tsate of the San Jose State wrest seeing action in the one day
:o’nament.
There will be two divisions in
the tournament, novice and SiffSitY. Ten weight classes will also
he offered for the contestants.

YAGER & SILVA
Me complete service station/

78 S. 4th Street

4O111.11111

Jackson Moves Spartans to Win
By DAVI: NI wittit-,,F:
year, which tied Leroy ZimmerCass Jackson’s 111,111CitIlOtlat play man’s record set in 1939.
steered San Jose State to a 32-20
Walt Roberts lost nine yards on
season -ending footlnill victory Oser the first scrimmage play of the
Utthersity ad Pacifie, before rt,(554 1.91111e, then took Carter’s screen
sunned spectator . Saiiirday
pass Oh the next play :oat skill.
Spartan Stailiont.
all’.- danced his ssay flown the
Jackson’s father died Nov. 17. , sidelines to complete an 83 -yard
Sift’ day before Thanksgiving. scoring play. Roberts gathered in
AIII gh arks ing. Cass elected Carter’s PAT pass to make it 8-0.
tee play out his final game al , Chris Machado of COP stepped
in front of a Carter throw on the
San riOSC State.
C;ISS 111.1hed kir 90 yards in 12 Spartan 34 and was escorted by
carries (7.5 ave.i, caught OM pass ;trove bluckers across the goal line
for fise yards, threw crunching , %silo 7:50 left in the first half. Al
blocks on offense and was crediteil VI/10., alis ng catch of Tom Strain’s
inaile it 8-8.
with five tackles on defense.
A Carter to Roberts 714 -yard
He was awarded the game hall
by his teammates, after earlier be- toinhdown pass play was called
ing named honorary game captain.
Rand Carter, who became father
Nov. 24 to (4-pound, 15-ounce Rand
Jr., passed for two touchdowns and
sophomore Ken Berry tied :I 2.1 year-,,Id school reeOral ss it Ia a [rasing percentage of .600.
Berry’s three of Seven 1 -0m pietism’s gave him 54 or ao On the

protect
de igned todental health
s your
itTTEEITAREADN:OR
GUMS

Dental
"

11 aqiftrTrelP
Company
Hygiene
pool

set

Home Opener Friday

In the on-target conversion pass

,fmm Carter.
I

Del Nero batted into the air,
then intercepted a Berry pass and
laced 34 yards to pay dirt for the
, Tool’s final seole
Suet Jose’s :P4 points tied their
highest mark at I a I ned against
1101’ in 1946. San ’lose HIM leads
the series, which began in 1895,
21-14. Me games have been ties.
San Jose pileil up 2241 yards
rushing against the pass-expeciant
Tigers, the Spartans top ground
performance of the seaSOn.
San Jose ended the year at 5-5,
while COP is MIA IS Th,- Tigers
cap their season
University.

Men’s
Converse

FORMAL
WEAR

N ml -Star Oxfords
Black

or white

All sizes

0

845

,

First in
for mal wear
since 1906

OGILOK

SALES

RENTALS

IN setts JOSE
75 SOUTH 2ND
CY 4-2322
Open Thursday until 830 p.m.

FREEMAN’S
SPORT CENTER
J
-

I

SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND
BERKELEY SACRAMENTO
SAN MATEO PALO ALTO SAN JOSE

fISVP!.!

Our Authentic

TENNIS SHOE
8.95

,3
.5

by Jack Purcell

Comfort on the courts and off in our
authentic Rams Head all-around tennis shoe.
Exclusive rigid arch support and famous fit
... how relaxed can you get? Black or white.
ums

GI

IZO?

X.( ,0:11/

DINT,

2801 Stevens Creek Road

Fair
Valley
-

Padlock the Stadium Gate;
Here Comes Basketball
aria I the
l’iit away the helmei
Jerseys to the cleanei ..101 lock
the stadium gate. It’s time lor
basket ball!
Inmati’s vamity Pagers
joints1 Had, Tiiclienal’s football
learn in the winner’s circle (user
It,.’ weekend. The hardssoorlmen
tumbled Santa Barbara 59-56 Saturday night at Santa liarliara ira
the opening game of tls,
rm.bit Ii r,a’baa Is.
Stott ’Ouse State makes Its Spartan levee, do-hut VrItlav es ening
against Portland I nisersits, and
again Salterilav night in II tusestand against the
C.
I
Pilots. The Spartans shelled
l’orthand 641-42 and 66 IS last
year.
S. ’1’. Saffold didn’t ,tart tor the
Spart:ins a I Santa
1.11,1
was ill long enough to tank ses,11
field goals tor 14 point:, high fot
5.15. fie also led Spartan relsaindens with ses en.
The limo-hos, sparked by .hitin
f’onroy, jumped into :in early lead
but lid! Kitt/I,, arid
Ejl’I,11,1111
heN Ica -,ha -t-, lo
..41 SIIII
fell In ia illI.-7. The
.itc. tail a I li.’111.1 iris. 30-25

San -lose Slate commanded a
56-45 lead as his se% eit minutes
left In the game, but hest 644
center Barry. Edwards on fouls.
’flip Spartans miSSed several
key baskets and the Gauchos 11. surged to within the final threepoint margin on a basket with
three seconds to
OPEN SPACESCass Jackson (25) sweeps left end for 24 yards
Edwarils
Saffolit with
and a first down on the University of Pacific 44 Saturday, during
11 points, sinking foot. of sesen
the Spartans 32-20 win. Smiley Verduzco (33) and Vern Garrison
field goal attempts.
(71) chase the free -wheeling Jackson.
Conroy svas the big man on the
I hark on a San Jose pushing pen floor tor Santa Barbara, scorins,
immediately before Mach19 points and clearing 15 rebound -teal.
Guard ’Dim Lee poured in 13 point
11,rti Engel gained 25 yards
isir the Gaitchos.
rushing and Jerry Collette, took
Inman used 10 of the 12 men
a Carter puss 20 yards sin at 61- ,
who made the trip. Sophomore
yard drive, which Collett() ellFrank Tarrantts (6-514) didn’t
maved sin a five-yard toss from
play due to illness.
Carter shortly hrfore the half.
-There wasn’t anything scinAfter experiencing opening g!!
tarter pinpointed John Owens
tillating :shout the glints.," Nwith a PAT puss and the Spur- difficulties, the San Jose Sr
olan said. lt WaS just a ge1.111
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and Buck Del Nero recovered for , Francisco.
SAN JOSE (59)
SANTA BARBARA
COP on the Spat-tan two. Sara Jose I The Spartababes were on the
(56)
held for three downs, but Strain short end of a 70-52 count against
Gugat
I 2 4 Lee
6 I 13
drove off his heft end from six, Menlo College Saturday. But Coach Simpson 2 0 4 Fruchey I 0 2
Danny Glines said the team should Edwards 4 3 11 Gaskill 3 I 7
inches out for the TO.
1 2 4 Murdock 3 t 7
Tony Machutes’ blocked Strain’s! give a good account of itself this Jancsi
Labetich 2 2 6 Sandberg 1 6 8
Two-point pass to keep the Tigers weekend.
5 t9
7
Saffold
Tom Smith, a 6-3 leaper from Gresham 2 02 146 Conroy 7
behind 16-14.
Charley Harraway and Jerk- , Lemoore, and Steve Schlink from Goodere 0 2 2
2 0 4
son did most of the work in a Lincoln of San Jose, both scored Kinzie
Newell
2 0 4
96 -yard drive, with Herb Engel I 12 points in the loss and perdiving over center for the final formed well on the defensive TOTALS 23 15 59 TOTALS 21 14 50
Halftime score: San Jose 30, Sa,-,
yard Carly In the fourth period. Isards.
Bill Higgins, a 66" center poured Barbara 25.
Jackson totaled 44 vards and
Ila rra way 28 in t he Spartans in 10 points.
"We played poor defensively as is
longest. TO march of the year.
Glines opined. "We failed
Roberts, who Set up Engel’s team,"
and let Menlo have too
plunge with a shoestring catch of to screen
second efforts."
Carter pass, took Carter’s con- many
Glines expects to start Schlink
..crsion pass for 24-14.
Smith at the forward spots.
Two minutes later, Bob Bonds and
Higgins at center, John Keating
maile a spectacular behind-theMariano Gonzales at the
back catch of a Strain pass and and
slots.
romped in on a 38-yard intercep- guard
The freshman games will be
tion return. Harry Kellogg hauled
rilayed prior to the varsity clashes
Portland in Spartan gym, at
6 30 both nights.
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Probabilities direct
the conduct of
the wise man

tans’ quickness helped overcome a
Gaucho starting five which aseraged 6-6. "Our defensive play wa,
ills() very encot raging."
Edwards, Satiold, who hit five
15-fool -plus jump shots. Bill Kin /le and Gary Gresham were singled out le, Inman
Nt conk’.
first -game efforts.
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FOR THE
I LTIMATE IN FASHIONS
Kelits Saran),
Rabble Brooks
Miss Pet
Lis Porter Ltd.
455 E. WILLIAM *
Oyea Thu" N...

1016 Street
CY 04521

Personalized Cleaning with
Door to Door Service
Yours with a Call to

Consequently, his financial
planning includes a sound
foundation Of life insurance.
The wise man knows, too, the
benefits of starting a life insurance program early. For in
stance, there’s our Guaranteed
Purchase Option, added to the
policy bought now, which
guarantees the right to buy
mare life insurance at future
specified dates
without further evidence of insurability!
It could be advantageous to
find out more about some of
the newest features and policies designed with you in
mind. Stop by our campus
office cr telephnre

WATKINS’ CLEANERS

Ed Grant Roger Suffer
Dick Flanagan

Good Cleaning and Finishi,g

210 North Fourth St.
CT 7-5707

A ways Be,’

Watkins’ Cleaners
Phone 269.6592
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You should fry f he Char-Broiled Specialties

Beef Burgers
Chuck Burgers
Steak Burgers
Steak Sandwich

25¢
39¢

59¢
89¢

594
Shrimp Sandwich
FIshwIch
455
45¢
B.B 0 Beef
Foot -long Hot Dog
35a
(with sauerkraut or chili)

Try our newly featured Pizza and Dinners
99¢
$1.25
89¢

Large Pizza
Extra Large
Spare R,bs

Shrimp Boat
Chicken
1/2 -Lb. Sal sbury

890
994
Steak 89¢

BIG BEN
460 E. Williams Between 10 & 11.

Phone CY 4-8344

That
Special
!lace . . .
There’s a speeial place for
you at Ilioliantion’s.

Young men of management calibre
for rewarding careers
in the world of modern banking
%ells Fargo offers complete training.
11 you’re interested in the fascinating
field of modern finance, Wells Fargo
Bank offers you training for positions in
Data Processing, Trust Administration,
Investment Analysis, Real Property
Management, Branch Management, and
all types of lending.
Can you measure up to the challenge of
unlimited opportunity for growth?
Answer "Yes" and we’d like to talk business with you. The kind of business that
IC warding futures are built on. Since l(42
Wells Fargo Bank has played a leading
role in the economic development of
one of the most dynamic regions in the
country Northern California. Our 170

branches reach from San Francisco to
Lake Tahoe, front the Oregon border
to Fresno. We’re a growing bank in a
growing industry, and there’s room here
for ),ining people who have the capacity
to grow along with us.
Ol’R REPRESENTATIVE WILL
BE ON CAMPUS
Ertilay, December fo 1%3

A place

inre WI. can cater
his your s’’.,’rs wilins,
place alters. that ’lies Lel
g may start or viol.
ev

Be it luncheon or sr

hors (Focusers or a midnight snack. our food is delectable, our per% ire is tin
beatable.
Remember. there’s a special p I a . e for von at
Booliataitsin.s.
Poetry in cniNine bv

Contact your Placement Office for
a personal interview. We’re looking forward to talking business
fringe benefits,
with you
everything.

kw> WE LL S FARGO BANK

T.

CY 2-1266
1401 S.

First St,
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is a me...or flack Outer!
It’s you.princi,N,:. when itt its ’1111’
Jack \\*inter
But whoa ...take
l
the subject
about
tt
a minute learn
once
you put
of stretch. Because
yourself in Jack Vinter stretch
pants. you are going to get the eye
you ran pass.
darn
test.
Questions. Should you wear stretch
pants? What kind of figure does it
take? Most all figures are flattered
loy stretch, whether angular. triangular. or it figure eight. F:ven if you
have an !Hourglass figure wliere all
the sand has sunk to the bottom,

strcich pants call (1,1,116(1 subtractkw. You won’t need a grease job to
slip in. but there’s Bill sag, hag or
bind either. Jack Vinter cuts ’ern
just right...leari and ladylike...proportioned Ill vilttrproperleis-li.ngth.
So it’s you and Jack Winter gettitiv
all those sir:6;1111-mi, slant -eyed.

and lack
1Vinter causing that campus stir.

turn -about -lace looks. You

flack Winter
141(1

Broad way, New York

City
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G.E. Checklists

Tomorruss nisei is the deadline
for submitting entries in the new
Checklists of general education College Union design and poster
requirements for those transfer contests.
Entries may be turned in at the
students with last names A-P are
College Union, 315 S’. Ninth St.
now ready in the Admissions OfWinner of the poster contest
fice. ADM102. Windows 1 in 3.
. will receive a $20 gift certiticate
Lists for those students with last The person submitting the best
names Q-Z will be notified later. design will be awarded a $23 gill
certificate.
The slogan, "Be a union man
supporting the College Union s.,te
must appear on all poster era, Posters must be 17x22 inches t.TI

SHIFT TO THE

SHIFT

OLDEST GREEK GROI Ps
Alpha Phi Omega, national sers ice fraternity, is the oldest Greel,
organization on the SJS campus
It is open to men with past
scouting experience who are interested in service to the campus and
community.

FOR CHRISTMAS

There is an

OPTOMETRIST
at your door
Eyes Eiamined
Prescriptions Filled
Contact Lenses
Lenses Replaced
Frames Repaired

11.95
up

BankAmericards Welcome

Dr. HARVEY GOGOI,
Dr. ED E. POTWIN

4

Optontetrieta

Perry .3

97 E. San Antonio
11/2 Blocks

1st ST.

185 S.

from Science

Phone:

Bldg.

292-0507

Alma Golf Course
Considers your budget

States’ Rights
Rejected by Professors

h4,:int and in any medium
except etiarcoal.
Entries in the contest to determine the exterior design of the
proposed $3.6 million College Union must be at least 11x14 incites
and in any medium except char-

All -College Stomp
To Feature Dances,
Bobby Freeman

754
Monday -Tuesday -Wednesday -Friday

7c0

per person
to 6 p.m.

Golf with ASB Card

Miniature

50‘
Phone

I
Slai

all

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!

One time
500 a line

Three times
25t a line

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

Five times
20t a line

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.75

.50

1.00

FOR

DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES, CALL CY 4-6414, EXT
2081, FROM 1:20 TO 4:20, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
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The Finest Selection in Sports Sh,rts
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FEET?
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KING BEE SUPER

7 Day Sale -

: rienty of
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 111

lb. 350)

ROUND STEAK full cut
PORK STEAK

Lost and Found (CP Transportation (91

Check No.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
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(cut up
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Fresh Killed local

The best quality
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Grade AA
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each 1
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Society for the Advancement ii
Management, 6:30 p.m., Garden
,City Hofbrau.
Student Peiwc Union, 3:30 p.m ,
(11119.
Tau Delta Phi. 7.30 p.m., 696 S.
Filth St.
Chi Sigma Epsilon, 7 fun.. .105
I .
I
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Your Campus Super Market

CALIFORNIA DELICIOUS

Addrose

9872
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plant u,.
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fresh eastern
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Hawaiian Club, luau
meeting. 7 p.m.. 113.

Wells Fargo Hank: nlier
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Dance to
Tropical
Latin
Twist
SPECIAL SUNDAY JAM SESSIONS

in

Rail’, Comniittee, 3::30 p.m..
112

’ "’ -,pears.
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To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus, a
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip it, and send it with a check or
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, San
Jose State College. San Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.

2
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4
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Two lines
One time
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Newman Club Moral
Class. 4:30 p.m., 79 S. Ellin St

Western Electric Co., Inc.: an,s
onsiness majors -male only.
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ALMA GOLF COURSE
Alma St.

#tana.
DANCING

Nations,

Orchesis dance group,
WG dance studio.

Job Interviews

chemistry majors

L.751rt.d COU,411 - Snack Bar - Putting Greens

445 W.

Spartaguide

IIr. John ;1/4 T.... wane, professor
chemistry. \sill discuss the
TOMORROW":
Jots interviews are held at 303
idue Hot t le Experiment," with a
pitt, 1-1153
TAS(.. :;
S. Ninth St. January graduates ’
temonstratiiin. at 1:30 this afterWonuin’s tumbling. I 30 p :
are requested to make appointin S164.
ments at the Placement OEM.%
’
Neptune is speaking under
El pm., 79 S Fifth St.
ADM234, prior to the Interviews.
, -.owes of the student affili%% omen’s solleyiball, 7:30 In,
- c American Chemical So- TODAv:
t

Todalls

1.1141NAIMK.0411.41M.

Student body members interest ed in working during the College
Union election will meet in ED100
Nairn 3-5 p.m. tomorrow, according
III the Election Board Committee.
Students with open time of one
hour or more are encouraged to
sign up tomorrow afternoon for
the time and location during the
koting Dec. 11 and 12.
Person.s who want to work during the election must attend the
orientation meeting to learn the
procedures of balloting and the
1,1Ies governing the election, the
committee said.

Bottle Talk Today

THURSDAY
2 FOR THE PRICE OF 1

;11111 11,
11;1111’0

Clas-;;; films today in TH55 :it
i:30
tel 7 p.m. feature Shake "Ts.velfth Night." and
speares
The England id Elizabeth."

."rh.

Board To Meet
On Union Election

REGULATION 9 HOLES OF GOLF

:it

Quick Clean Center
Dry Clean &
Launderette

the federal government. mi,:ht he
The Stomp will be open to col- destroyed, according to Dr. \siret.
TODAV:
ei.a. students only.
The other two amendment ,. said
Model I tilted
CH:153.

.11.;Inne Lass son. associate
ie English. will review
Mary McCarthy’s "The Group" at
hook talk at 12:t0 p.m.
;s1,0,-,
in Facility Cafeteria, Rooms A
m1 B.
The no’. el is about six Vassar
ils and what happened to them
rim; the period of 1933-1940, acr -dim; 1,, Dr. Lawson.
,,
said the author is
of considerable
,ient and added. "I wanted to
-,.;11 what she had to say about
inerican college women. -
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erta Vtpe
Charming Vial, hit (’I
Dr. Norton. are :tuned at the Su- acterS
fripp
preme Court. One Prohibits the olivia, melancholy Orsino, Slr
arroAndrew,
Sir
ludicrous
Toby,
Is
itt
Court from ruling on cases
47 North Nro Str..t
inc apportionment of state legis- ’mint NI:thole.> are well portrayed
Enjoy Smoking
outstanding
ensemble
of
art
by
lative districts. The third would
SMOKE
A PIPE!
:toots.
create a "Court of the Union"
Try one of our select blend’
which could annul Supreme Court
-The England of FIliza he t Is" pie imported or dornes!ic .106acc,.of fit,
decisions involving conflict be- t Llies the many influential pieright tor you, the disciimienteg lat
op.
tween states and the federal goy- merits whieh contributed to Engsmoker.
power and prestige
ernment.
"If they are adopted." said Dr.
Weed. "a confederacy would exist
5.4 IL 50c
SUE 50c
;ff,
for only a short while. Eventuall
the amendments would be Is’
\ \\ \\
nored." But he saw no close chance
of their adoption in the next few
years.
"It is a citirioi.,n of hots- serious
8 Lbs. Drycleaning - $2.00
are the proponents of these amendNorton.
ments," said
-ss Large Load 8 to 10 Garments
24 minute sereice
cannot he N. cry serious because
Bring in th, ,s1 and
they would not %%ant to dest my a
Itt.AN
smio-economic systel it Which
been developing lor ,c.er 200
Open 8 ,
Corner 9th and William
yeaiN."

Adoption
profs eel
of
three
I Evawings must be for a 145.000states’ rights amendments to the
are-foot building on a 200x200U.S. Constitution would be disas;o1 site.
trous to our foreign and national
economic policies, according to Dr.
Frederic A. Weed, Political Science
I ’epartment head.
Union tozituidki become
o:I.heieah co
thenfede rea
state legislatures would be equal
to the national government. There
would be no central policy-making
Tickets went on sale today for body.
the All College Stomp, scheduled
Dr. Weed and two other Political
for Friday, Dec. 13. at the Santa Science Department members, Drs.
Clara County Faitgrounds.
Fauneil Rinn and Theodore Id.
Tiekets will also be sold Friday Norton, assistant professors, dis.ind all next %seek in front of the cussed "The U.S. Constitution
ealeteria, aer,es from Spartan under Fire" in Concert Hall last
Bookstore, and at the dance.
week.
The All
Stomp will tea One amendment would make
ire a dint, ii.intest, a hootenanny. participation by the national govliattle of the bands, and a 30- ernment unnecessary in proposing
:nand.. performance by hut singer fut are Constitutional amendments.
Freeman.
, Since the government would no
Dancers interested in competing longer have to agree to the amendthe dance trophies may enter ment, the process which assures
,lhni. Bill McCormack at 297- agreement between the states and
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